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At present, our jobs are quite serious employment discrimination, and with the 
talent market supply more prominent contradiction, the discrimination fiercer, repeat 
of pledges seriously affect job-seekers tricks of faith, is more and more attention, has 
evolved into a serious social problem. Facing such a serious social evils, legal 
researchers should undertake the mission to alleviate employment discrimination, find 
the way and method. 
The purpose of this paper is to acquire anti-discrimination employment equality 
employment protecting the legal concept, Anti-discrimination employment of foreign 
advanced experience, Push the anti-discrimination employment law system 
construction, eliminate the existing laws and policies of the discriminatory terms, 
setting anti-discrimination employment system, To promote the equal right to 
employment remedy mechanism. 
Based on the definition of employment discrimination in employment 
discrimination, of the legal norms ban analysis, thinking in both in the employment 
discrimination banned from international convention, defects and his country's 
experience, formulate separate "laws", the concept of employment discrimination, 
type, scope, employment discrimination regulation and legal responsibilities 
stipulated explicitly content such as employment discrimination, and puts forward the 
legal relief for victims can choose. In the law of the People's Republic of China has 
promulgated and implemented employment under the background of employment 
discrimination, this paper studies and discusses problems will have important 
significance. 
There are three chapters, except preface and conclusion. 
The first chapter introduces the basic theory of the employment discrimination. 
Including the employment discrimination concepts and common discrimination, and 
the type of domain concept of employment discrimination extraterritorial comparative 
analysis, further summarized the exact meaning of the employment discrimination, 
and analyses the employment discrimination phenomenon exists in the legal reasons 















The second chapters introduces emphatically the international treaties and 
anti-discrimination employment of legal system, the employment discrimination and 
benefited experience, to the establishment of related legal system. 
The third chapter corresponding current legal system of employment 
discrimination against the equal right to employment in China, to protect the 
legislative process model and put forward some Suggestions of perfecting the 
legislation, enforcement supervision, and strict legal liability, the maximum exert 
legal adjustment function, thus maintaining the employing unit of choose and employ 
persons and laborer ensure autonomy of the equal right to employment. 
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